Preservation Lab - Abbreviated Treatment Report

Title: Deshon’s Bow Tie Night
Imprint: Tribute Dinner Photo with signed mat, 1980

Date Returned to Origin: 11/1/2015

In-house Repair 1
Performed In-house Repair
Staff Type: Conservator, Technician, Student
Time: 135

Photo Documentation
Catarina F
T

In-house Repair 2
Performed In-house Repair 2
Staff Type: Conservator, Technician, Student
Time: 215

Matting
Catarina F
T

In-house Repair 3
Performed In-house Repair 3
Staff Type: Conservator, Technician, Student
Time: 5

Tape Removal
Catarina F
T

Conservator’s Note

Reduced accretions around label
Catarina F
T

Photograph and original mat were rehoused in an unbuffered Rising Museum matboard package with a cover mat. The photograph is non-adhesively mounted with an unbuffered tissue Hugh Phibbs paper cradle with z-folds. The original acidic mat was separated from contact with the photograph by hinging it on top of a new mat board window with wheat starch paste and kozo tissue “T”s adhered to the pressure sensitive side of Tyvek tape. The Tyvek tape is adhered only to the Rising mat board.
The Preservation Lab

Treatment Report Cont'd

notcat974_974_A1N, before treatment

notcat974_974_A3N, aged tape before treatment

notcat974_974_A2N, photograph delaminated from back mat

notcat974_974_A4N, photograph verso

Photography By: Catarina Figueirinhas

thepreservationlab.org
notcat974_974_D2N, After Treatment, Upper mat with adjacent wrapper

notcat974_974_D3N, After Treatment, Verso of original window and recto of Rising museum window mat
notcat974_974_D4N, After Treatment, Verso of Rising museum window mat and mounted photograph in Hugh Phibbs paper cradle.

notcat974_974_detail of original back mat